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Crafting a health benefits plan to cover employees who work
internationally never has been more challenging. Today’s global
workforce is more diversified, including senior executives, mid-career
employees and young professionals. Work assignments often vary in
length and scope, with traditional expatriates being just part of the
equation. Many companies have employees traveling all over the map,
with differing health systems from one country to the next, plus a
dizzying array of regulations affecting how companies arrange for
health insurance.

“The world has become more and more complex from a benefit and a compliance perspective,” said
Shirley Puccino, director of strategic initiatives for GeoBlue at HTH Worldwide, in Radnor, Pennsylvania.

Global benefits managers need to consider who will be covered under the health plan, in what
geographies their employees will need coverage, whether families will be accompanying employees on
assignments and what benefits the health plan will cover.

Will employees be deployed for fewer than six months? An international travel insurance policy may
suffice.

Do most of your people work in one region, say, the Asian-Pacific? Consider buying a regional health
insurance policy.

Local nationals who work for your company in their own home nation typically remain on a local health
plan. A British citizen working in the United Kingdom for an American company, for example, has access to
health care through the National Health Service.

What an employer might do is sweeten the benefit. LeAnne Stefl, executive vice president and director of
operations with Willis North America’s human capital and benefits multinational practice in Potomac,
Maryland, sees more employers opting to provide local nationals with a supplemental medical benefit,
allowing them “to jump the queue” to get, say, an MRI or x-ray, a lot quicker.

Many employers keep foreign assignees on the company’s domestic health plan. But global benefits
consultants don’t often recommend this approach because it’s cumbersome for people living and working
abroad. Employees may encounter difficulties finding local health providers in the health plan network. In
many countries, providers demand payment upfront by cash or credit card.
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Large to mid-sized businesses and internationally savvy enterprises tend to offer a global health benefits
plan through one of the large U.S.-based insurance carriers. These plans include relationships with doctors
and hospitals around the globe and offer mobile applications to help employees find the right health care
provider.

Global health plans also can provide a one-stop solution for employers doing business in places like Saudi
Arabia, where expatriates must be covered by an insurance company chartered and operating within the
country.

GeoBlue, a global health insurance product of Worldwide Insurance Services L.L.C. (an independent
licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association), provides locally compliant plans in many markets via
a strategic partnership with Bupa — a London-based insurer, for example.

Gerardo Pulido, an international consultant with Towers Watson & Co. in Houston, said employers opting
for global health coverage generally pay “between two and five times” what they pay for domestic
coverage. Policies that include U.S. benefits coverage for assignees will inflate the price, he said.

Mark Hellicar, vice president of global mobility at Comcast and NBCUniversal in London, says it’s
important to include U.S. and global coverage. Assignees recognize that the U.S. has some of the best
health care in the world and often want to be treated domestically rather than in the host county, he said.

“This is expensive, but the most comprehensive,” he said.

Others argue that you may not need cover in the U.S.

Depending on the industry, some employers are adding deductibles and 10% to 20% coinsurance to mimic
U.S.-based health benefits plans. That is a true departure from a decade ago, when full cover on
international assignments was the norm.

One notable exception: Assignees headed to “hot zones” ravaged by war or disease are still getting 100%
coverage.

For most employers, the larger concern is ensuring access to the right coverage and communicating those
benefits in a way that employees know how to use their plan when they need it.

A company with a “rotator” employee who jets away on assignment, returns home, and leaves again in a
cyclical fashion could slip through the cracks of a benefits program if there is no U.S. coverage in place, or
if the employee travels outside of the geography covered by a regional plan.

“The companies that I talk to, they’d rather have duplicate coverage than no coverage at all,” Mr. Pulido
said.
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